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A. INTRODUCTION 
This report documents the August 1993 monitoring of benthic macroinvertebrate assem-
blages in the Port Everglades Southport turning basin vicinity and adjacent areas of John U. 
Lloyd State Recreation Area. This is the fifth monitoring effort of the series carried out by Nova 
University Oceanographic Center. Sampling was carried out chiefly during 2-12 August. Hand 
collections and a few crab survey stations were delayed until 2-12 October primarily because of 
weather and tidal constraints. 
B. METHODOLOGY 
Figure 1 illustrates locations of stations occupied for the August 1993 sampling period 
and the kind of sample (Ponar grab, crab census, or hand collection) taken at each. 
Shannon-Weaver Diversity Indices are calculated for each station and, at Ponar grab 
stations, for each replicate as well using the following equation: 
• 
H'= -Lp. In p. 
1 1 
where Pi is the relative abundance of species i . H' increases with increasing number of species S. 
For any given S, H' reaches a maximum value (H'max) when all values of P are equal 
(Pj=P2=Pr ), and H' equals In S. Because H' is primarily affected by species number rather than 
by abundances of common or rare species, or by species of moderate abundance, evenness (J') 
has also been calculated for each station and replicate using the equation: 
J'=H'/H' =H'!lnS 
max 
As a ratio between the diversity index (H') for a given sample and the maximum possible 
diversity index (H'max) for the number of species and specimens in that sample, evenness (J') 
gives an indication of how close the data come to maximum possible diversity. 
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B.I. Grab Samples 
Benthic grab samples are taken according to contract specifications with a 225 cm2 grab 
samplerl at stations I, 8, 8a, 9, lOa, II, 13a, 14, 17, 18 and 19a, with three replicate samples at 
each station. All samples are fixed in 5% sea water buffered formalin with rose bengal stain and 
sieved through a 0.5 mm mesh screen. Organisms and sediment retained on the screen are trans-
ferred to 70% ethanol and sorted to most specific distinguishable taxa. Taxa are either identified 
or sent to recognized experts for identification (Table 6). Nematodes and harpacticoid copepods 
have not been enumerated or included in diversity calculations. These organisms are normally 
treated as meiofauna, not macrofauna. The relatively few large specimens retained by a 0.5 mm 
mesh screen do not accurately reflect their true abundances. Similarly, a small number of plank-
tonic organisms (e.g., calanoid copepods) accidentally collected by the grab sampler have like-
wise not been included in counts and diversity caJ.culations. 
Modifications in sampling and handling protocols instituted during the August 1991 
survey to improve sampling accuracy in conformity with contract specifications are described in 
previous reports and have been maintained. Depths recorded for Ponar stations below may differ 
from those recorded previously because of tidal variations. 
B.2. Crab Collections 
Three 1.0-m2 replicate quadrats are randomly placed within about 2.0m of each other at 
stations la, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ,7, 10, 12, 13, 15 and 16. Within each quadrat, all crab burrows are 
counted and 10% excavated, and the inhabitants counted and identified in the field or collected 
and identified in the laboratory, according to contract specifications. Modifications in sampling 
and handling protocols instituted during the August 1991 survey to improve sampling accuracy 
in conformity with contract specifications are described in previous reports and have been main-
1. Contract specifications call for a 225 em3 grab sampler, but this is clearly an error. Such a grab 
sampler, about 6 cm on a side, was not used by the previous contractor and is not, to our knowl-
edge, manufactured. 
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tained. 
B.3 Hand Collections 
Hand collections are taken at stations 9, 13, and 17, with three replicates at each station. 
Each replicate sample covers an area of O.lm2• Justification for this sampling area is discussed in 
the survey report for August 1991. Organisms identifiable in the field are counted and released. 
Taxa unidentifiable in the field are collected by hand, with forceps, or by agitating algae-covered 
rocks in a bag of seawater. Collected specimens are placed in plastic bags with seawater, fixed in 
10% buffered seawater formalin in the laboratory, and finally stored in 70% ethanol. 
Modifications in sampling and handling protocols instituted during the August 1991 
survey to improve sampling accuracy in conformity with contract specifications are described in 
previous reports and have been maintained. 
C.RESULTS 
C.I. Ponar Grab Samples 
Table 1 lists raw data for all samples by station and by replicate for all groups. Table 2 
summarizes numbers of specimens by major taxonomic group; Table 3 summarizes relative 
abundances of major taxonomic groups (percent occurrence). Tables 4 and 5 summarize numbers 
of the most abundant species for all surveys carried out by Nova University (August 1991-
August 1993). Table 4 lists the six similar "typical" stations on both sides of the Intracoastal 
Waterway (stations 1, 8, 8a on the west side and 13a, 14 18 on the east side). Table 5 lists the 
Whiskey Creek stations (17, 19a,) the deep ICWW station (11) and the stations in and adjacent to 
a shallow creek (9 and lOa). Table 6 summarizes percent occurrence of major taxonomic groups 
by station for all surveys. Table 7 summarizes raw abundances of major taxonomic groups by 
station for alI surveys. Table 8 summarizes organism abundance, richness, diversity and evenness 
for all surveys. 
A total of 10,083 specimens was sorted from the 33 grab samples (11 stations with three 
replicates each). This figure is 15% less than the 11,863 given in the preceding January 1993 
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[mal report. 
Polychaete worms remain the most abundant group (34.7%), but account for a smaller 
percentage of the total fauna than in any previous survey. Peracarid crustaceans, molluscs and 
oligochaetes account for similar proportions of the total fauna (15-17%). Except for about a 10% 
increase in the percent of oligochaetes and a corresponding decrease in polychaetes, relative 
abundances of major taxonomic groups at all stations combined (Table 6 totals) are almost iden-
tical to those recorded in August 1991. Although this is largely coincidental because values for 
individual stations often differ between these two surveys, several groups at several stations have 
returned to or near relative abundances not seen since August 1991. Examples include ostracodes 
at sta. lOa, sipunculans and peracarids at sta. 17, and polychaetes and sipunculans at sta. 19a. 
The two most abundant species are again the tanaidacean Kal/iapseudes aliciae (1183 
specimens) and the gastropod Caecum pulchellum (810), followed this time by the sipunculan 
Aspidosiphon muelleri (803), the oligochaete Tubificoides motei (697), the gastropod Caecum 
imbricatum (542), and the ostracode Rutiderma darbyi (502). All but the oligochaete owe their 
dominance to their abundance at a single station (17). Disregarding this station, the most abund-
ant taxa are the oligochaetes T. motei and Smithsonidrilus hummelincki (302) and the polychaetes 
Aricidea taylori (403), Mediomastus californianus (383) and Lwnbrineris verrilli (271). 
Overall polychaete species richness (64) continues to decrease, down from (72) in Janu-
ary 1993, August 1992 (85), and January 1992 (67). Some variations in richness values result 
from ongoing taxonomic revisions. Amphipod richness has declined to four species, a level not 
seen since August 1991. 
Species occurring at the majority of stations include one gastropod (Caecum pulchellum 
at 10 stations), the polychaetes Aricidea taylori (10 stations), Prionospio heterobranchia, Arici-
dea philbinae and Lumbrineris verrilli (8 stations each), the oligochaetes Limnodriloides barn-
ardi and Smithsonidrilus hummelincki (9 each) and Limnodriloides rubicundus (8), and the 
amphipod Grandidierella bonnieroides (8). 
Numbers of podocopan ostracodes given in Table 1 again represent our best estimate of 
the specimens alive when collected. Substantial numbers of apparently very recently dead indi-
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viduals were again taken. 
Following is a brief description of results for each station. 
Station 1: West side of Intracoastal Waterway (ICWW) at NE comer of Southport Turn-
ing Notch. Depth: approx. 3m. Bottom: fine muddy sand with finely divided mangrove detritus 
and algae-covered rocks. Faunal totals: 780 specimens, 58 species. H': 3.193. 1': 0.786. 
Polychaetes still dominate (57.9%), but their proportion of the fauna continues to decline 
from their January 1992 peak (86%). They represent the same percentage of the fauna as in 
August 1991, although they are twice as abundant. Oligochaetes continue to increase in both 
absolute and relative abundance. All other groups contribute less than 8% of the fauna. The most 
abundant species are the polychaetes, Mediomastus californiensis, Aricidea taylori, and Lum-
brineris verrilli, and the oligochaetes Smithsonidrilus hummelincki and Tubificoides motei. Of 
these, M. californiensis sp. (or Mediomastus sp.) and A. taylori have been consistently abundant 
at this station (Table 4). Total abundance of organisms and species richness are 82% and 88%, 
respectively, of January 1992 values. 
Station 8: West side of ICWW approximately 30 m north of station 1. Depth: approx-
imately 3m. Bottom: fine muddy sand with finely divided mangrove detritus and scattered hand-
sized, algae-covered rocks. Faunal totals: 838 specimens, 36 species. H': 2.671. 1': 0.745. 
Oligochaetes (48.0%) now dominate the fauna while polychaetes comprise only 43.9%. 
The most abundant species are the polychaetes, Mediomastus californiensis, Aricidea taylori, 
and Lumbrineris verrilli, and the oligochaetes Smithsonidrilus hummelincki, Tectidrilus gabriel-
lae and Tubificoides motei. Of these, A. taylori, M. californiensis (or Mediomastus sp.) and T. 
motei have been consistently abundant here in all five surveys. Organism abundance and species 
diversity have both declined substantially from the preceding survey. Species richness is only 
about half that of January 1993. However, all three values still exceed those reported at this sta-
tion for the August 1991 and January 1992 surveys. 
Station 8a: West side of ICWW approximately 50 m north of station 8. Depth and bot-
tom: similar to station 8. Faunal totals: 1236 specimens, 50 species. H' 2.994. l' 0.765. 
Polychaete dominance (51.8%) is slightly higher than in January 1993, but remains lower 
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than in the three preceding surveys. However, polychaete abundance is more than twice that 
recorded in any previous survey. Oligochaetes continue to increase in absolute and relative 
abundance (37.7%). As at stations I, the most abundant taxa are the polychaetes A. taylori, M. 
californiensis sp. and L. verrilli, and the oligochaetes S. hummelincki and T. motei, here accom-
panied by an unidentified cirratulid polychaete. Of these, only A. taylori has been consistently 
abundant in all surveys. Abundance is more than twice that in August 1992. Diversity is slightly 
greater than in any previous survey, and species richness continues to increase. 
Station 9: East side of ICWW at the SW corner of a mangrove island north of the north-
ern entrance to Whiskey Creek. Depth: approximately 1 In. Bottom: Very finn muddy sand with 
soft, light brown algal "crusts." Faunal totals: 130 specimens, 21 species. H': 2.406. J': 0.790. 
Polychaete dominance (90.0%) is greater than in any previous survey. All other major 
groups except oligochaetes are absent or virtually so. The polychaete Aricidea philbinae ac-
counts for almost a third of the fauna and has been a consistent dominant in all surveys. Other 
taxa present throughout are the polychaetes Prionospio heterobranchia and Capitella capitata. 
Organism abundance and species richness are both much lower than previously recorded at this 
station, although diversity remains in the middle of the previously recorded range. 
Note in Table 5, podocopan ostracodes were not identified to species in the first two 
surveys and probably represent Cypredeis americana and/or Peratocytheridea setipunctata, both 
found during subsequent surveys. 
Station lOa: Middle of shallow creek behind Environmental Education Bldg., John U. 
Lloyd State Recreation Area, east side ofICWW. Depth: approximately O.lm (exposed at low 
tide). Bottom: Sandy mud with numerous depressions. Faunal totals: 352, 15 species. H': 1.837. 
J': 0.678. 
Polychaete relative abundance is lower than previously recorded here (33.5%) and os-
tracodes dominate for the first time since August 1991. Although not as abundant numerically as 
in January 1993, oligochaetes are relatively more abundant than previously. Peracarid crusta-
ceans again exhibit low levels typical of both preceding August surveys. The most abundant taxa 
are the polychaete A. philbinae, the oligochaete Limnodriloides rubicundus and the ostracode 
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Cyprideis americalUl. Consistently important taxa at this station include A. phi/binae and podo-
copan ostracodes. Organism abundance and species richness are lower than in any previous 
survey. Richness and diversity values, and peracarid abundances may reflect a seasonal varia-
tion: aJl three are low during the August surveys. The current survey was taken at low tide and 
the water temperature, although not measured, almost certainly exceeded 30·C. 
Note in Table 5, podocopan ostracodes were not identified to species in the first two 
surveys and probably represent Cypredeis americalUl andlor Peratocytheridea setipunctata, both 
found during subsequent surveys. 
Station II: At north corner of the northern entrance to Whiskey Creek. Depth: approx-
imately 4 m. (This is about half as deep as in the previous survey because a suitable sediment ac-
cumulation was again located along the channel wall.) Bottom: Fine mud among large boulders 
(riprap). Faunal totals: 409 specimens, 40 species. H': 2.656. J': 0.720. 
Polychaetes have decreased substantially in relative numbers since the last survey (57.5, 
down from 76.7%), but still dominate. Oligochaetes and molluscs each contribute 18.8% of the 
fauna, the latter representing a much greater component than in any previous survey. The most 
abundant taxa are the polychaetes M. californiensis and an unidentified cirratulid, the oligochaete 
T. motei and the gastropod Caecum pulchellum. Probably because of the difficulty we have 
experienced in repeatedly sampling the same microhabitat at this station, no individual species 
has been consistently present in all surveys. Organism abundance is slightly greater than in 
January 1993 and slightly less than in August 1992. Richness is slightly lower than in the last 
survey and much lower than in August 1992, but is still much greater than in the first two sur-
veys. 
Station 13a: East side of ICWW opposite the Florida Power & Light discharge canal. 
Depth: approximately 1.5 m. Bottom: Fine muddy sand with algal turf and algae-covered rocks. 
Faunal totals: 166 specimens, 27 species. H': 2.760. J': 0.837. 
Relative abundances of major groups approach those recorded in August 1991. Poly-
chaetes are again the overwhelmingly dominant group (70.5%). Molluscs (14.5%) are more 
important than previously, but oligochaetes have declined sharply (9.0% down from 32% in the 
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last two surveys). The most abundant taxa are the polychaetes A. taylori and M. californiensis, 
and the gastropod C. pulchellwn. None of these have been consistent dominants at this station. 
Organism abundance and species richness are sharply lower than in any previous survey except 
August 1991. 
Stat jon 14: East side of ICWW opposite northern margin of Southport Turning Notch. 
Depth: approximately 1.5 m. Bottom: Fine muddy sand with algal turf and numerous algae-
covered rocks. Faunal totals: 510 specimens, 56 species. H': 3.073. 1': 0.764. 
Polychaetes are again dominant (60%), followed by ostracodes (14.1%) and oligochaetes 
(12%). Although not reflected by relative numbers, absolute abundances ofperacarids may show 
a seasonal variation with greater numbers present in January surveys. The most abundant species 
are the polychaetes Aricidea philbinae and Pseudopolydora sp. B, the oligochaete Limnodri-
loides rubicundus, and the ostracode Peratocytheridea setipunctata. Several polychaetes and the 
gastropod C. pulchellwn have been present in every survey here, but none has been a consistent 
dominant. Organism abundance and species richness are less than in January 1993, but remain 
higher than in the three earlier surveys. 
Station 17: Whiskey Creek on a line directly east of station 14. Depth: 0.2 m. Bottom: 
Coarse shelly sand (incorrectly reported for August 1991 as fine muddy sand) with large shallow 
depressions and scattered clumps of filamentous algae. Faunal totals: 4876 specimens, 24 spe-
cies. H': 2.139. J': 0.673. 
This station continues to exhibit a fauna that differs strongly from all other stations. 
Peracarid crustaceans continue to dominate, but their relative abundance (32.2%) has declined to 
the same low level reported in August 1991 (31.3%). Similarly, sipunculan and molluscan rela-
tive abundances have increased to about August 1991 levels. Polychaetes have also increased, 
but not as much. The tanaidacean Kal/iapseudes aliciae is still by far the most abundant organ-
ism (24.2% of all specimens), but is now accompanied by over 800 specimens of sipunculans 
(Aspidosiphon muelleri), over 500 each of the gastropods Caecum pulchellwn and C. imbrica-
twn, and the ostracode Rutiderma darbyi. Other abundant taxa include the polychaetes Ehlersia 
cornuta and Nematonereis hebes and the isopod Exosphaeroma productitelson. The sipunculan 
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A. muelleri appears to have replaced the closely related A. aZbus which was previously abundant 
here. A possible explanation is that the former prefers to live in empty gastropod shells. Here, it 
occupies shells of Batillaria minima which was collected here alive as well for the first time. 
Organism abundance exceeds the previously recorded maximum (August 1992) by 33%, ac-
counts for 48% of all specimens collected in this survey, and is by far the greatest for any station 
in any of the surveys so far. Species richness is about the same as in January 1993, but has de-
clined from August 1992: 24 species down from 36. 
Station 18: East side of ICWW opposite Southport Everglades container dock. Depth: 
approximately 1 m. Bottom: Fine muddy sand with fmely divided mangrove detritus, and algae-
covered rocks. Faunal totals: 594 specimens, 68 species. H': 3.438. J': 0.815. 
Polychaetes are relatively more abundant than in any previous survey here (67.3%), while 
oligochaetes (14.0%) have declined to the same low level as in the first two surveys (13.9 and 
12.3%). No other group accounts for more than 6% of the fauna. The most abundant taxa are the 
polychaetes CauUeriella cf. aZata and Lumbrineris verrilli. Taxa present in every survey and 
often abundant include the polychaetes A. tayZori, L. verrilli and Prionospio heterobranchia, the 
gastropod C. pulchellum and the oligochaete T. motei. Organism abundance has declined some-
what from the previous two surveys, but species richness (68) is very high, higher than in any 
previous survey at this station. The diversity index (3.438) is the greatest recorded at any station 
so far. 
Station 19a: Whiskey Creek on a line due east of station 18. Depth: 0.2 m. Bottom: Fine 
peaty mud with some sand and shell debris. Faunal totals: 192 specimens, 21 species. H': 1.988. 
1': 0.653. 
Ostracodes (34.4%) are now the most abundant group, although both they, polychaetes 
and nemertines have declined sharply in absolute numbers from the preceding survey. The most 
abundant taxa are the ostracode P. setipunctata, the sipunculan Phascolion cryptum, and the 
polychaete Tharyx dorsobranchialis. Only the amphipod Grandidierella bonnieroides and 
probably the ostracode P. setipunctata (the latter not definitely identified among podocopan 
ostracodes in the first two surveys) are present in numbers in every survey here. Organism 
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abundance, richness and diversity have all declined sharply from the preceding survey to about 
August 1992 levels. 
C.3. Crab Census 
Table 9 lists all crab census data including numbers of burrows, species and specimens, 
diversity indices and evenness values. Table 10 summarizes crab census data (except burrow 
numbers) for all surveys. Of ground-dwelling crabs, the grapsid Sesarma curacaoense and the 
ocypodid fiddler crab Uca thayeri are the most abundant taxa, followed by Uca rapax, U. pugila-
tor, U. speciosa, Eurytium limosum, an unidentified xanthid, Aratus pisonii and Uca sp. (ju-
veniles). Another species of Sesarma, probably S. cinereum, was again collected at station lOA, 
but was found only on the sediment surface, not in burrows. As in most previous surveys, S. 
curacaoense, U. rhayeri, U. speciosa and E. limosum are restricted to stations on the west side of 
the ICWW, while U. rapax and U. pugilator occur only at stations on the east side of the ICWW. 
Tree crab (Aratus pisoni!) counts at stations west of the ICWW are substantially less than 
in January 1993, but remain greater than in August 1992. They are again absent at stations 10 
and 15, but again occur in abundance at station 16. All crab census results are summarized 
below. 
Station la: Edge of red mangrove fringe adjacent to rip rap at northeast corner of South-
port Turning Notch. Crab census data: Sesarma curacaoense (3), unidentified xanthid, Uca 
thayeri, U. speciosa and Uca sp. (juveniles) (1 each); Aratus pisonii (1 specimens in 1 tree/mz). 
Number of burrows by replicate: 53, 82, 74. Shannon-Weaver Diversity Index (H'): 1.494. 
Evenness (1'): 1.078. 
Station 2: In dense red mangrove fringe 10 m north of Turning Notch and 10 m west of 
ICWW. Crab census data: S. curacaoense (10), U. thayeri (1); A. pisonii (3 in 2 tree/mz). 
Number of burrows by replicate: 156, 154, 135. H': 0.305. J': 0.439. 
Station 3: In dense red mangrove fringe 3 m east of natural drainage canal, 10 m north of 
Turning Notch. Crab census data: S. curacaoense (2), Uca speciosa (3), U. thayeri (2); A. pisonii 
(2 in 3 treeslm2). Number of burrows by replicate: 117, 134,98. H': 0.693. J': 0.631. 
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Station 4: In dense red mangrove fringe 10 m north of Turning Notch and approximately 
40 m west of drainage canal. Crab census data: S. curacaoense (9), Eurytium limosum (1), Uca 
thayeri (1); A. pisonii (4 in 3 trees/m2). Number of burrows by replicate: 165, 128, 176. H': 
0.600. J': 0.546. 
Station 5: In dense red mangrove fringe 30 m north of station 4. Crab census data: S. 
curacaoense (6), Uca thayeri (5); A. pisonii (2 on 2 trees/m2). Number of burrows by replicate: 
94, 155, 115. H': 0.689. 1': 0.994. 
Station 6: In dense red mangrove fringe 3 m east of natural drainage canal and 10 m north 
of station 3. Crab census data: Eurytium limosum (3), Uca thayeri (1), Uca sp. (juv.) (1); 
A.pisonii (6 in 4 trees/m2). Number of burrows by replicate: 132, 133,87. H': 0.950. J': 0.865. 
Station 7: In dense red mangrove fringe 30 m north of station 2. Crab census data: S. 
curacaoense (4), E. limosum (2), unidentified xanthid (1), U. thayeri (1); A. pisonii (1 on ground, 
8 in 3 trees/m2). Number of burrows by replicate: 123, 113,74. H': 0.1.183. J': 0.735. 
Station 10: In open area among scattered large red mangroves east of the center of small 
island on east side of ICWW north of northern entrance to Whiskey Creek. Crab census data: 
Sesarma ?cinereum (3); A. pisonii (0 in 1 tree/m2). Number of burrows by replicate: 3,0, 1. H': 
O. J': O. 
Station 12: On high ground among Australian pine trees at a point intersected by lines 
running due east from station 11 (north side of northern entrance to Whiskey Creek) and due 
north of station 13. Crab census data: no crabs, no burrows. 
Station 13: On sand among shrubby white mangroves north side of Whiskey Creek 
approximately 20 m west of North Ocean Drive bridge. Crab census data: Uca pugilator (5) . 
Number of burrows by replicate: 15, 19, 18. H': O. J ' : O. 
Station 15: Among dense red mangrove fringe 35 m west of North Ocean Drive on line 
running east of north side of Turning Notch. Crab census data: U. rapax (6); no tree crabs in 2 
red mangroves. Number of burrows by replicate: 26, 30, 35. H': O. 1': O. 
Station 16: Among red mangroves 110 m east of North Ocean Drive on line running due 
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east of north side of Turning Notch. Crab census data: Uca rapax (3); A. pisonii (13 on 1 
tree/m2). Number of burrows by replicate: 40,46,98. H': O. J': O. 
C.S. Hand Collections 
A total of about 735 specimens representing 14 taxa were collected at the three hand 
collection stations. Table 11 lists all raw data, diversity indices and evenness values by station 
and by replicate. Table 12 summarizes hand collection station data for all surveys. 
The snail, Batil/aria minima, accounts for 41 % of all specimens collected, and the spring-
tail, Anurida maritima, about 43%. Figures for the latter at station replicates 13-2 and 17-2 are 
estimates due to dense clusters found (perhaps caught or sheltering) in air pockets under interti-
dal rocks. Only twelve and two specimens, respectively, were counted in these samples apart 
from the clusters. Barnacles, now chiefly Chthamalus stellatus, are more abundant than in Janu-
ary 1993, but remain in lower numbers than in the preceding surveys. They remain dense on 
small rocks immediately outside the transect area and on adjacent rip-rap, however. Results are 
summarized below. 
Station 9: Intertidal rubble in a red mangrove fringe protected from heavy wave action by 
adjacent rip-rap on the southwestern corner of a small island along the east side of the ICWW 
just north of the northern entrance to Whiskey Creek. Numerous rocks with red algal turf and a 
dark, possibly cyanobacterial, crust. A green algal turf occurs higher on mangrove prop roots. 
H': 1.611. J': 0.672. 
The gastropod Batil/aria minima is the most abundant organism, followed by the barnacle 
Chthamalus stellatus and the springtail Anurida maritima. The vennetid gastropod ?Petalo-
conchus varians is more abundant than previously. Adjacent boulders (rip-rap) appear to support 
the same intertidal fauna as recorded in previous surveys. 
Station 13: Intertidal muddy sand with numerous small rocks, pebbles and shells on the 
north side of Whiskey Creek, about 15m west of the North Ocean Drive bridge; replicates taken 
between fringe of shrubby white mangroves and water's edge. Small mangrove seedlings noted 
in previous surveys are no longer present. H': 0.871. J': 0.486. 
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With the exception of a cluster of A. maritima in replicate 2, Batillaria minima is the 
overwhelming dominant. Several small xanthids and juvenile Uca sp. were noted outside the 
transect. Rocks and sediment lower in the intertidal zone support a varied fauna including hermit 
crabs, barnacles and bivalves. 
Station 17: Intertidal, coarse shelly sand and gravel with filamentous green algae, among 
partly algae-covered red mangrove roots and white mangrove pneumatophores with partly buried 
rocks, west side of Whiskey Creek, on a line running due east of the north side of the Turning 
Notch and about 500 m north of the footbridge. Meter transects were taken along the mangrove 
roots closest to the water's edge. H': 0.557. J': 0.507. 
Apart from a cluster of A. maritima in replicate 2, Batillaria minima is the most abundant 
taxon, although it appears in far fewer numbers than in January 1993. 
D. DISCUSSION 
D.I. Grab samples 
Overall organism abundance is 15% lower than in January 1993, having declined at eight 
of the eleven stations. It remains over 10% greater than in August 1992, however, and about 2.5 
times greater than in January 1992 and August 1991. Species richness decreases at nine stations 
relative to January 1993, and at six stations relative to August 1992. Station 9 alone records a 
richness value lower than in any previous survey at that site. Stations 8a and 18 record higher 
richness values than previously. Diversity indices decline at seven stations from January 1993 
levels; all of these stations also show decreases in richness; six also show declines in organism 
abundance. Limited correlation exists between these declines exists and environment. however: 
west ICWW stations 1 and 8 and east ICWW stations 13a and 14 exhibit declines while stations 
8a (west ICWW) and 18 (east ICWW) exhibit increases in most or all parameters. Sharp de-
creases in abundance. richness and diversity at stations 9 and lOa may be due to extremely warm 
temperatures at extreme low tide. Although temperature was not measured, the water at station 
lOa was estimated to be >30·C. Station 9 is only about 50 m from lOa. 
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Five surveys have now been taken by Nova University personnel including samples in 
three successive summers. A few limited patterns may now be recognized. The three west 
ICWW stations (1, 8, 8a) all exhibit important progressive increases in absolute and relative 
abundances of oligochaetes and absolute numbers of polychaetes over the five surveys (Tables 
6,7). The east ICWW stations (13a, 14, 18) also exhibit the same increases in oligochaetes, but 
all show sharp declines in the most recent August 1993 survey. Stations 9 and 11 do not follow 
this trend, but probably represent different microhabitats. Stations 9 is at the mouth of a shallow 
creek and appears to be faunally related to nearby station lOa in the creek. Station 11 is located 
in sediment pockets on the steep rip-rap wall of the ICWW. 
The other pattern is an apparent seasonal variation. Peracarid crustaceans--the cumacean 
Oxyurostylis sp., the tanaidacean Leptochelia rapax, and the corophiid arnphipods Cerapus n. sp. 
and Grandidierella bonnieroides--all exhibit January increases in numbers at the three east 
ICWW stations and shallow creek stations 9 and lOa (Tables 4, 5). The polychaetes Ehlersia 
cornuta and Nematoneris hebes both show August increases at station 17. 
Tables 4 and 5 show that some species are consistently important faunal components at 
different stations (e.g., Aricidea taylori at I, 8, 8a; A. philbinae at 9 and lOa; Kal/iapseudes 
aliciae and E. corn uta at 17) and may prove characteristic of those sites over a longer term. 
Other species are similarly important, but less consistently so and it is not yet clear if they repre-
sent taxa characteristic of their localities. Thus, Caecum pulchellum and C. imbricatum are 
abundant at station 17, but were both absent in January 1992; Capitella capitata occurs in 
abundance at lOa in three of five surveys; Tubificoides motei is abundant at stations 1,8, 8a and 
18 except in the first one or two surveys. The latter may be pan of the general increase in oli-
gochaete abundance and richness at many stations mentioned above. It is not clear, however, if 
this increase represents a post-dredging environmental change, a return to pre-dredging condi-
tions, or a variation un-related to dredging and/or mitigation. 
One interesting faunal change is apparently unrelated to dredging at the Turning Notch 
because it has occurred at station 17 in Whiskey Creek. It may, however, be related to mangrove 
mitigation at the north end of the creek which may have altered flow patterns. In the most recent 
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survey (August 1993), the sipuncu1an Aspidosiphon muelleri apparently replaced A. albus. Our 
consultants, Mary Rice and Julie Piraino (Smithsonian Institution), double-checked the identifi-
cation because they noted (personal communication, January 1994) thatA. muelleri is typically 
found in deeper water. It is more frequently found in empty gastropod shells than is A. albus and 
its appearance may be explained by the co-appearance of large numbers of living individuals and 
dead shells of the gastropod Batillaria minima. This snail is very abundant along the shore of 
Whiskey Creek (see Hand Collection Station 17) but it has never before been found in the middle 
of the creek channel at the Ponar grab site. 
Several species appear to be transients (e.g., the po1ychaetes Leitoscoloplos robustus at 
sta. 9, lOa and 11, Tharyx marioni at several stations in January 1993, Nematonereis hebes at 8, 
the nemertine Tubulanus pellucidus at 19a). It will be interesting to see if any pattern of occur-
rence appears over a longer period of time. 
D.2. Crab Censuses 
Crab abundance on the west side of the ICWW north of the Turning Notch is greater than 
reported in January 1993, but not as great as in August 1992. The fauna at these stations remains 
similar to that found in previous August surveys: Sesarma curacaoense dominates, accompanied 
by Eurytium limosum, Uca thayeri and U. speciosa. All are more abundant during summer 
surveys and the latter species has not been found here in either January survey. Tiny juvenile 
Uca sp. are found most often during January. During the last three surveys, the tree crab, Aratus 
pisonii, has tended to occur in greater numbers at the three stations within the mangrove forest 
(5,6,7) than at the four stations adjacent to the Turning Notch (la, 2, 3, 4). 
As in January 1993, station 10 exhibits specimens of a different species of Sesarma, 
probably S. cinereum. Uca pugilator again occurs at station 13, now in four of five surveys here. 
Stations 15 and 16 are again characterized by Uca rapax, now found at these stations in three of 
the five surveys. As at west ICWW stations, tiny juvenile Uca sp. are found at east ICWW sta-
tions only in the January surveys. Tree crabs occur at all four east ICWW stations (l0, 13, 15, 
16) in most surveys and exhibit no pattern of variation over time. 
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Station 12 again records no crabs. As mentioned in the last report, it is not clear that the 
spot identified as station 12 in August 1991 is the same as that used previously. Earlier sampling 
efforts (before August 1991) recorded both Uca rapax and U. pugilator and the grapsid Sesarma 
ricordi here. Directions provided to us by the previous contractor place this station on high 
ground where no crabs were observed. 
D.3. Hand Collections 
Station 9 continues to maintain a typical intertidal fauna. This survey records most of the 
species found in earlier surveys with two exceptions. We found no brachyurans and fewer barna-
cles within the transect areas; also, the barnacles present include a different species than pre-
viously reported (Chthama[us stellatus). Barnacles and other typical intertidal organisms (e.g., 
isognomonids) remain abundant on adjacent rip-rap. Despite the lack of brachyurans, species 
richness is similar to most preceding surveys, and diversity is higher than previously. 
As in earlier surveys at station 13, Batillaria minima dominates the fauna (except for a 
cluster of Anurida maritima under one rock in replicate 2). The absence of barnacles again 
appears due to the patchy distribution of the larger rocks that barnacles appear to prefer. 
Abundance of Batil/aria minima at station 17 approaches that recorded during the first 
three surveys and is much less than that reported in January 1993. The large number of Anurida 
maritima, as at station 13, derives from a single dense cluster found under one rock in one repli-
cate. Species richness is lower than previously recorded here. Extremely low diversity indices at 
stations 13 and 17 in several surveys are due to overwhelming dominance by either B. minima or 
A. maritima. 
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TABLE 1. Groll Collection Stations: ill'" data, divenity (H') and evenness (1'): August 1993. 
1 8 Sa 9 loa 11 13a 14 12 la lQo m~ 
REPLICATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 ' 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
T. 
I PhVk.m CNIIlARIA 
O'der ACTINIARIA 
U_t - ? 2 
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On< .. P TA 
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U_t ardl"",,,",*,"Jlt.I 11. 2 2 
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? 1 3 1 2 g 
CamomeIIa Iac10a 2 4 4 A 2 8 8 6 ~ 1 ~ i A ~ 
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T o.t>ulanu. oeIluciGUI 4 2 8 8 8 1 1 2 34 
TubuIaruI_ 8 8 
F..mv BASEOOISC~ 
Unident. bateodil!ldcl 1 1 2 4 
lJniderC. no 2 1 3 
Order H:lPLONEIAERTEA 
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, ........ 1 1 2 
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TABLE 1. Gnb Collection Stations: ro,w data, d,iv.mty (H') and evenness (1'): August 1993. 
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TABLE 1. Grab Collection Stations: ra~1 data. dlvonily (H') and evenness (]'): AUlust 1993. 
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TABLE 1. Grab Collection Stations: Il!.W data, diversity (H') and evenness (1'): August 1993. 
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TABLE 2. Summary of Major Taxonomic Groups in Grab Collections, August 1993. 
STATION 1 8 Sa 9 10a 11 13a 14 17 18 19a TOT 
. 
NEMERTINA 22 20 34 1 0 9 5 7 0 14 0 112 
MOLLUSCA 8 26 38 2 0 77 24 37 1258 34 22 1526 
POLYCHAETA 452 368 640 117 118 235 117 306 686 400 56 3495 
OLiGOCHAETA 268 402 466 10 70 77 15 61 58 83 8 1518 
SIPUNCULA 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 803 2 34 841 
OSTRACODA 0 6 4 0 162 2 0 72 503 10 66 825 
PERACARIDA 18 12 38 0 2 2 5 22 1568 31 4 1702 
OTHERS 12 4 14 0 0 7 0 5 0 20 2 64 
TOTAL 780 838 1236 130 352 409 166 510 4876 594 192 10083 
TABLE 3. Summary of Major Taxonomic Groups by Percent Occurrence in Grab Collections, August 1993. 
STATION 1 8 8a 9 10a 11 13a 14 17 18 19a TOT 
NEMERTINA 2.82 2.39 2.75 o.n 0.00 2.20 3.01 1.37 0.00 2.36 0.00 1.11 
MOLLUSCA 1.03 3.10 3.07 1.54 0.00 18.83 14.46 7.25 25.80 5.72 11.46 15.13 
POLYCHAETA 57.95 43.91 51.78 90.00 33.52 57.46 70.48 60.00 14.07 67.34 29.17 34.66 
OLiGOCHAETA 34.36 47.97 37.70 7.69 19.89 18.83 9.04 11.96 1.19 13.97 4.17 15.06 
SIPUNCULA 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.47 0.34 17.71 8.34 
OSTRACODA 0.00 0.72 0.32 0.00 46.02 0.49 0.00 14.12 10.32 1.68 34.38 8.18 
PERACARIDA 2.31 1.43 3.07 0.00 0.57 0.49 3.01 4.31 32.16 5.22 2.08 16.88 
OTHERS 1.54 0.48 1.13 0.00 0.00 1.71 0.00 0.98 0.00 3.37 1.04 0.63 
TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
. 
TABLE 4. Swnmary of Major Taxa by Survey: Typicallnlracoastal Watxnlay (J.CWW) Stations. 
STATION I 1 I B 8a 13 I 14 I 18 
SURVEY 8191 111921819211/93 8/93 8191 11/92 8192 1/93 8193 8191 1/92 8192 11,93 8/93 !wI 1/92 B/92 1/93 8I9311ei91 1/92 B/92 1/93 819318191 1192 8192 1/93 8193 
MA.JOR TAXON 
[ [AliNA 
CarinomeOa lactea 6 2 15 6 6 2 4 32 8 8 2 8 18 2 1 3 3 4 
.duhia 10 • 13 3 2 2i 
• lIS 6 • ~7 A ~ ~ ~7 18 1 6 2 9 2 GAS A 
.. 
Caecum Dulchen.." 36 611 4 4 4 8 71 24 10 1 31 32 7 3 ]I 27 22 13 6 9 24 24 42 9 14 92 32 
;aecum i 2 
POI V 
Leirosooloo ""lmaili. 21 2 
, robuslUS 1 1139 
SooIODlos rubra 1 6 8 1 4 2 1 J 1114 ~ 13 
AriddAA of 5 5 1:>9 12 
Aricidea '''''ibinae 8 59 2 4 4 2 1 2 26 76 26 5 127 611 52 2 204 31 12 19 1 25 2 
.. 14 54 13 66 '180 25 ~ 1116 32 4 1161 -.99 100 2 7 .5 7Il 15 
1 5 8 , A , 7 In ,. 5 1 
Prionoscio heterobranc:hla 52 7 16 8 • 4 12 14 8 8 2 1 6 1 6 11 5 3 2 20 6 1 22 3 26 
.SDD, 1 2 2 2 • 2 6 6 2 10 49 1 1 6 18 23 2 3 4 7Il 2 6 31 Caullenella lIi_nsls 6 43 60 2 
ThAN. .. , ~ 8 18 2 8 14 2 , • 1 2 ~ 6 48 
Th.NV mArin .. 69 69 12 7 8 2 1: 8 
1hslYx SO. 1 1 3 3 2. 1 I 
8 , ~ 1 1 1 1 S 5 48 8 ~ 1 1 2 
:B Medomaslus califcmiensl& 62 94 66 54 2 ~ 13 100 24 8 7 1 28 23 "D, BS 12 219 6 20 16 184 2 38 61 4 2. 2 ...23 9 6 7 ..2 6 ~ 7 
Unident. CSDileifid 12 39 8 57 
Ehie,.1a cornu1a 2 2 10 4 1 2 3 3 1 • 1 2 4 1 
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4 1 8 2 9 19 
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.1 1~ 1 • I 17 11 
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un A • 1 
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~A 2 4 12 8 54 12 2 2 1 89 1 9 18 2 14 
Ii .. 16 , S 
"" 
S ~ 20 S 1 1 2 2 I S 5 7 
Ii .. 8 IS 1 
"" 
1 
"" 
~ 20 4 , 11 3 ,... 44 A 
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TABLE 4. SIIIIUIl8I)' of Major Taxa by Swvey: TypicoJ 1nInocouta! Waterway (lCWW) SIOlions. 
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TABLE S. Summary of Major Taxa by SlIIVey: non-ICWW or atypic:aIlCWW sIa1ions. 
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TABLE S. Summuy of Major TlXa by SUlVOY; f/DR-ICWW or alyPical ICWW 1IoIioDB. 
STATION 
SURVEY 
TAXON 
Teclid11us bori 
bifiali 
Unident IUbificid 
""!lidosiohon ""elleri 
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Harban..,s oaucichelahl. 
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TABLE 6. Summary of Major Taxonomic Groups by Percent Occurrence in Grab Collections, August 1991-August 1993. 
STATION 1 8 8a 13a 14 18 
SURVEY 1W1 1/92 8/92 1193 BI93 1W1 1/92 9/92 1193 8t93 1W1 1/92 8/92 1193 8t93 1W1 1192 9/92 1/93 BI93 1W1 1/92 1W2 1/93 8t93 1W1 1/92 1W2 1193 BI93 
NEMERTINA 5.7 0.0 3.5 6.7 2.8 6.7 3.8 4.6 6.4 2.4 5.6 5.7 2.6 14.0 2.8 0.0 1.3 5.3 1.4 3.0 1.3 1.5 1.8 0.8 1.4 4.2 3.6 5.7 2.2 2.4 
MOLLUSCA 14.7 2.3 0.5 6.9 1.0 9.3 1.3 1.8 9.8 3.1 6.7 0.0 0.8 6.1 3.1 4.3 2.6 5.5 5.3 14.5 10.1 2.7 5.0 3.6 7.3 38.9 4.3 2.6 12.6 5.7 
POLYCHAETA 57.3 86.0 69.7 60.4 57.9 65.3 80.6 50.0 66.7 43.9 67.4 81.1 62.7 48.6 51.8 83.9 43.2 51.9 52.1 70.5 77.2 37.7 24.5 73.4 60.0 30.6 43.0 56.5 36.0 67.3 
OUGOCHAETA 17.5 7.0 22.4 21.0 34.4 10.7 6.9 41.8 11.9 48.0 6.7 1.9 30.8 24.7 37.7 5.9 9.0 32.0 32.9 9.0 2.0 6.2 58.3 11.6 12.0 13.9 12.3 33.7 33.3 14.0 
SIPUNCULA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
OSTRACODA 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.4 3.0 0.0 0.0 13.4 0.7 1.3 14.1 6.9 5.1 0.2 3.2 1.7 
PERACARIDA 2.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 2.3 0.0 4.4 0.7 3.5 1.4 6.7 3.8 2.3 3.6 3.1 5.4 41.5 1.8 4.9 3.0 6.7 36.2 4.7 7.7 4.3 2.8 31.0 0.4 11.5 5.2 
OTHERS 1.9 4.7 4.0 2.5 1.5 8.0 2.5 1.1 1.2 0.5 6.7 7.5 0.8 1.6 1.1 0.5 2.6 3.2 0.4 0.0 2.7 2.4 5.0 1.6 1.0 2.8 0.7 0.8 1.1 3.4 
STATION 9 lOa 11 17 19a TOT 
SURVEY 1W1 1/92 8/92 1/93 BI93 1W1 1192 9/92 1/93 8t93 1W1 1192 8/92 1/93 8t93 1W1 1/92 9/92 1/93 8t93 1W1 1/92 8/92 1/93 BI93 1W1 1/92 9/92 1193 BI93 
NEMERTINA 2.9 0.2 1.6 0.3 0.8 0.0 0.3 0.0 1.2 0.0 6.3 4.9 2.5 1.9 2.2 0.1 2.0 0.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 9.8 0.4 12.8 0.0 1.9 1.8 1.7 3.4 1.1 
MOLLUSCA 3.7 6.6 2.4 3.1 1.5 1.9 1.9 1.4 1.3 0.0 7.2 1.6 3.7 1.4 18.8 22.2 0.0 8.9 28.1 25.8 0.0 8.9 0.4 1.7 11.5 15.2 2.5 5.1 10.8 15.1 
POLYCHAETA 59.0 40.2 85.7 65.8 90.0 43.8 65.9 80.7 48.4 33.5 78.4 68.9 45.5 76.7 57.5 24.9 5.6 7.6 3.6 14.1 25.0 16.1 82.1 36.2 29.2 43.7 46.1 40.8 42.9 34.7 
OUGOCHAETA 13.9 1.4 8.5 4.5 7.7 0.0 1.8 2.7 5.9 19.9 3.6 14.8 45.5 16.3 18.8 0.7 2.0 1.7 1.5 1.2 16.7 6.3 6.7 3.2 4.2 5.0 4.3 15.8 11.6 15.1 
SIPUNCULA 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.0 18.0 8.3 4.8 3.9 16.5 16.7 4.5 1.4 1.9 17.7 8.4 2.0 2.0 1.3 8.3 
OSTRACODA 12.7 31.4 0.3 9.2 0.0 52.4 6.8 14.7 13.6 46.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.5 2.9 9.5 0.2 19.9 10.3 25.0 25.9 1.4 32.4 34.4 8.2 9.9 2.0 10.3 8.2 
PERACARIDA 6.6 20.1 0.3 16.7 0.0 0.7 22.3 0.3 28.2 0.6 0.9 1.6 0.2 0.8 0.5 31.3 72.6 76.4 41.3 32.2 16.7 28.6 7.0 8.8 2.1 16.2 32.2 31.6 18.5 16.9 
OTHERS 1.2 0.0 1.3 0.4 0.0 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.0 3.6 8.2 2.5 1.4 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 2.9 1.0 1.4 1.3 1.0 1.1 0.6 
• 
TABLE 7. Summary of Major Taxonomic Groups in Grab Collections, August 1991-August 1993. 
STATION 1 Jl Sa 13a 14 18 
SURVEY 6191 1192 6192 1193 8193 16191 1192 8192 1193 .tv93 8191 1192 6192 1193 8193 8191 1192 BI92 1193 8193 18/91 1192 BI92 1193 8193 8191 1192 BI92 1193 8193 
NEMERllNA 24 0 7 64 22 10 12 21 72 20 10 6 10 71 34 0 3 30 11 5 2 5 5 9 7 6 10 48 17 14 
MOLLUSCA 62 2 1 66 8 14 4 8 ·111 26 12 0 3 31 38 8 6 31 42 24 15 9 14 42 37 66 12 22 99 34 
POLYCHAETA 242 74 140 574 452 98 258 226 752 368 120 86 242 246 640 156 101 292 412 117 115 127 68 860 306 44 119 474 2B2 400 
OLiGOCHAETA 74 6 45 200 268 16 22 189 134 402 12 2 119 125 466 11 21 180 260 15 3 21 162 136 61 20 34 283 261 83 
SIPUNCULA 0 0 0 
-.0. J) 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 Q 0 0 .0. ~ J) 0 2 
OSTRACODA 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 6 0 0 0 7 4 0 0 2 24 0 0 45 2 15 72 10 14 2 25 10 
PERACARIDA 10 0 0 22 18 0 14 3 40 12 12 4 9 18 38 10 97 10 39 5 10 122 13 90 22 4 86 3 90 31 
OlHERS 8 4 8 24 12 12 8 5 14 4 12 8 ...3 8 14 1 6 18 3 0_ 4 8 14 _1!l 5 . 4 2 7 9 20 
TOTAL 422 86 201 951 780 150 320 452 1128 838 178 106 386 506 1236 186 234 563 791 166 149 337 278 1171 510 144 277 839 783 594 
1 STATION 9 lOa 11 17 19a TOT 
SURVEY 6191 1192 BI92 1193 8193 8191 1192 8192 1193 8193 8191 1192 BI92 1193 8193 8191 1192 BI92 1193 8193 8/91 1192 BI92 1193 8193 8191 1192 BI92 1193 8193 
NEMERTINA 7 1 11 2 1 0 3 0 21 0 14 6 12 7 9 2 16 5 28 0 0 11 1 100 0 75 73 150 402 112 
I MOl I IISC:A 9 33 17 22 2 8 22 16 22 0 16 2 18 5 77 404 0 326 831 1258 0 10 1 13 22 604 100 465 1284 1526 
POLYCHAETA 144 202 598 472 117 182 760 912 832 118 174 84 221 277 235 454 46 278 106 686 12 18 234 2B2 56 1741 1875 3685 5095 3495 
OUGOCHAETA 34 7 59 32 10 0 21 30 101 70 8 18 221 59 77 12 16 61 44 58 8 7 19 25 8 198 175 1431 1377 1518 
SIPUNCULA 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 0 21 0 0 0 1 1 0 328 68 176 115 803 8 5 4 15 34 336 82 181 153 841 
OSTRACODA 31 158 2 66 0 218 79 166 233 162 0 0 0 4 2 52 78 7 587 503 12 29 4 253 66 325 403 185 1219 825 
PERACARIDA 16 101 2 120 0 3 257 3 485 2 2 2 1 3 2 570 594 2790 1222 1568 8 32 20 69 4 645 1309 12854 2198 1702 
OlHERS 3 0 9 3 0 5 6 3 3 0 8 10 12 5 7 0 0 7 24 0 0 0 2 23 2 57 52 88 135 64 
TOTAL 244 503 698 717 130 416 1154 1130 1718 352 222 122 466 361 409 1822 818 3650 2957 4876 48 112 285 780 192 3981 4069 9039 11863 10083 
TABLE 8. Summary of organism abundance, richness, diversity and evenness for all surveys. 
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Table 9. Crab census data. Numbers in parentheses indicate numbers of trees inside 1.0 square meter sampling area. 
STATION 1a 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 12 13 15 16 TO 
REPlICATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
CRAB BURR:>WS 53 82 74 156 154 135 117 134 98 165 128 176 94 155 115 132 133 ~ 123 113 74 3 0 1 0 0 0 15 19 18 26 30 35 ~ 46 !IS 
CRAB CENSUS 
FamiIv GRAPSlDE 
Sesarma anacaoense 3 5 4 1 1 1 4 3 2 1 4 1 2 1 1 34 
Seserma '?cinen!un 1· 2" 3 
Ar.mJs Ilisoni 1 1 
Famiv XANTHIDAE 
Iimosum 1 1 2 1 1 6 
unidenl xan1hid 1 1 2 
Family OCYPODIDAE 
Uca DUCliialar 2 1 2 5 
Uca """'" 3 1 2 2 1 9 
Uca 1 3 4 
Uca_ 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 1 1 13 
Uca so. (III • .! 1 1 2 
ToIBI' 2 3 3 b 5 1 1 2 4 5 4 2 4 4 3 1 2 2 3 4 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 1 2 3 1 2 0 2 1 79 
I ToI8I # .D8Cies1bv S1a1io 4 2 3 3 2 3 5 1 0 1 1 1 
I H' IbY stationl 1.494 0.305 0.693 0600 0.689 0.950 1.183 0 0 0 0 
J' (bv stationl 107R 0_ 0631 O.~ 0_ 0865 0""; 0 0 0 0 
I TREE 
AmaJs DisoniL bill 13t21 ",,, 14131 11= 16t41 18t3\ 10m iOlOl 0101 JlI2l 113111 
*Sesanna ?cinereum found on mud surface. not in burrows. 
Table 10. Summary of crab census d,~tafor ,all surveys (August 1991 to August 1993). 
STA"OON 1a 2 3 4 5 6 7 
SURIIEYOATE 8191 1192 MI2 11113 
-
IW1 1192 MI2 11113 MIl IW1 1192 MI2 MI3 MIl 8191 1192 MI2 1/93 MIl IW1 1192 MI2 1m MIl 8191 1192 MIl! 1/93 MIl 8191 1192 MIl! 1/93 MIl 
Sosarma aJIlICIIOOftS8 7 4 13 3 9 2 13 1 10 5 1 16 2 9 5 12 3 9 12 4 6 4 6 4 10 3 14 1 12 1 4 
S8sarma 1dneteUTI 
AraIUa pi"";i 2 2 1 1 1 1 
El.llYllum Iimooum 1 1 3 1 2 1 3 3 2 1 2 
",ident. """mid 1 1 
Uc:apugil_ 
Uc:aouonax 
Uc:a """'" 
Uc:a opoclosa 1 1 3 3 3 1 2 
Uc:a_ 1 1 2 1 1 1 4 1 2 3 1 1 4 3 5 2 1 1 '. 1 1 1 1 
Uc:a .p. Ow.l 6 2 4 1 5 1 3 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 4 
Total. apecinenI 7 13 18 5 8 12 8 16 1 11 12 4 18 4 7 12 8 19 4 11 18 5 9 5 11 9 1 11 8 5 18 9 14 2 9 
Tol8I •• _nw._, 1 4 5 2 5 2 3 4 1 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 5 2 3 4 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 4 5 3 2 5 
H"1bv.-n1 0.00 0.92 0.80 0.50 1.49 056 122 0.81! 0.00 0.31 1.08 056 0.43 0.119 0.89 05& 0.88 0.82 05& 0.80 0.113 0.50 0.90 0.50 0.89 1m 0.00 0.31 0.89 0.95 0.78 US 0.72 0.89 1.18 
.r(by_]_ 0.00 0.83 0.50 0.72 1m 0.81 0.88 0.50 0.00 0A4 0.98 0.81 0.39 1.00 os 0.81 O.gs 051 0.81 0.55 0.61 0.72 0.82 0.72 0.99 0.111 0.00 0.44 1.00 0.61 0.55 0.89 052 1.00 0.7' 
TREE CRAB CENSUS 13 9 0 • I 3 7 0 5 3 • 5 I I 2 II • 0 1 • 8 7 • 8 2 10 7 2 13 8 8 5 • 8 8 
STA"OON 10 13 15 16 
SURVEY OATE IW1 1192 MI2 1193 MIl IW1 1192 MI2 1193 MIl IW1 1192 MIl! 1.113 MIl 8191 1192 MI2 1193 MIl 
Sosarma c:urIICIIOOIW8 1 
Seoarma 1ci""""", 1 3 
AtlnJo_ 
Eurytium limosum 1 
unldent. xanlhid 
Uc:ao"';l_ 4 2 6 5 
Uc:apugnax 6 5 
Uc:a ..... _ 2 1 2. 1 8 81 1 3 
Ucasooci>sa 
Uc:a Ihayori 3 3 1 2 
Uca so. ULIV.1 3 1 1 1 1 
ToOII. 3 3 0 3 3 13 4 7 0 5 8 2 0 2 6 2 1 1 2 3 
To"" # SQOCi .. (by ._, 1 1 0 3 1 3 2 2 0 1 2 1 0 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 
H' nw S1B1ionI 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.10 0.00 1.0& 0.69 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.89 0.00 
.r (t>\' S1ationl 0.00 0.00 0.00 , .00 0.00 0.98 ' .00 059 0.00 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 1.00 0.00 
TREE CRAB CENSUS 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • I 3 17 13 
TABLE 11. Hand collection stations: raw data, diversity (H') and evenness (I'). 
g 13 17 roT 
RR>l1r.AlE 1 ? 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
II~~ 1 i 
IlnInDnt 1 1 
, UOII II""" 
Familv 
,minima 28 15 50 74 58 50 16 6 7 '304 
Familv . 
17 2 9 28 
Familv 
1 1 
F~mi'" 
1 1 
Familv 
1 i 
CI ..... RIVAl VIA 
Familv MYTIUDAE 
~ ~ 1 II 1Q 
~Iass 
FamilvRAI 
1 2 2 5 
Familv' inA/: 
draailis 5 6 2 13 
.d ........ ,~ 30 12 42 
CIass~AI 
FamilvHYAllnAF 
HvBie 3 1 1 5 
Order' 
I I isopod 
C 
Familv' 
lJcasP. Ow.) 2 _3 2 7 
Class 
'IFMRCllA 
Familv. 
iQii."" 16 8 3 7 112 ~ ~ 152 9 1i: HX3 33 78 92 171 161 18 TOi8l. ,/bv 10 6 7 5 3 ~ 3 
H'/bv, 11 .7298 11.3937 1.1532 0.7159 0.674 0.4087 07!IRR 0.2511 0.956 
J' /by 10.7512 0.7778 O.S!126 nAAAll 10.6135 0372 0.7251 0.2286 0.872 
Total. • /bv stalinn\ 11 6 3 
H' /bv station\ 1~ 10.8711 0.5565 J' /bv station\ 10. 18 10.4662 0.5065 
TABLE 12. Summary of hand collection stations (August 1991-August 1993). 
1 91 1 I 13 I 171 
~~_+i 8.o9~1~8.091 ~.!!!~ 8.091 ~ 8.09211193 8.093 
lin.. ... 1 1 
IPlMurlt 
l'n'. 
I Phylum ",IPIII,"" II .. 
ISD. 
I Phulllm ANNR InA 
"nl.l,,"'. eunicid 
,MDII USC'.A 
CIMs I 
I minima 
I varians 
I vilex 
Class RIVAl VIA 
Class · 
D. 
Ral~n' ,e ..m.. ,lot, ,e 
D, I so. OW.1 
CIass~'" 
Hvala, 
II I isoDad 
.'> 
I Dison" 
I so.llw.l 
II. I.l, .... aracsid 
IlnWl ...... xanthid Ow.) 
Uca SD. Ow.) 
" .. , ... I tiw.l 
Class I 
lIn ......... fly larva 
r 
II. ""' .. 
Total., 
Total #, • tho ........ n' 
H' (by _ion) 
J' IbIt _ion I 
1 
4 J 
3 
88 89 71 -2B 93 100 155 18 152 182 3 13 10 539 29 
3 10 12 10 28 
2 2 112 2 1 
J 
1 
2 2 
1 1 
1 
2 3 8 
4 
1 
17 15 1 4 4 
11 3 
122 6 71 1 
128 163 5 38 13 2 
."2 
4 31 2 5 3 1 15 
4 
7 
2 
1 
1 
3 1 1 
1 
5 1 2 2 
3 1 
2 4 
2 
9 30 38 165 27 
1 
38 42 1 lZ3 9 
1 
2 
1 
8 3 2 
-~ 
1 
1 
2 7 
35 
89 57 166 
271 ]i]i 309 214 174 210 1[.J1O. 319 ][ ~ _120 601 202 
11 10 11 14 11 4 7 11 6 6 5 6 7 5 3 
us 1.53 ... 0 1.311 1.61 0.78 0.85 1.48 0." 0.67 1.38 1.24 1.12 0.37 OST 
0.61 0.88 0.511 0.52 0.67 0.55 0.44 0.62 0.:13 O .• g 0.88 0.89 0.58 0.:13 051 
TABLE 13. List of outside taxonomic experts consulted and their area(s) of expertise. 
Dr. Jon F. Norenburg, Smithsonian Institution (Nemertina) 
Dr. Donald R. Moore, University of Miami (Mollusca) 
Dr. Michael Milligan, Mote Marine Laboratory (Polychaeta and Oligochaeta) 
Dr. Julie Piraino, Smithsonian Institution (Sipuncula) 
Dr. Mary Rice, Smithsonian Institution (Sipuncula) 
Dr. Louis Kornicker, Smithsonian Institution (OsttaCoda) 
Dr. Rosalie Maddocks, University of Houston (Osttaeoda) 
Dr. James D. Thomas, Newfound Harbor Marine Institute (Amphipoda) 
Dr. Raphael LeMaitre, Smithsonian Institution (Decapoda) 
